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Enjoy the sheet and please contact me if you have any questions!  
– MorePurpleMoreBetter – 


Flapkan@ gmail. com ENworld Forum @BetterOfPurple /u/morepurplemorebetter 
 


Frequently Asked Questions 
MPMB’s D&D 5th edition Character Record Sheet 


As the Character Record Sheet has reached a high level of complexity, not everything will be as 


intuitive for everyone. Here you can find answer to questions that keep popping up on the forums. 


Although this FAQ is made for MPMB’s Character Record Sheet, most of it applies to MPMB’s Spell 


Sheets per Class and MPMB’s Adventure Logsheet as well. 


Note that a lot of questions can be answered by reading the tooltips (mouseover texts) of the fields. 


Simply hoover your cursor over the field and you will see an explanatory text. 


FAQ version: 15 December 2016 
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1 TECHNICAL ISSUES 


1.1 Something is not working! 
When something is not working, it can be due to many things, but most of the times it is an issue with 


the version or software you are using. 


Note that the sheet only works with Adobe Acrobat (version XI or DC) on a PC that runs Windows or 


Mac OS. Adobe Acrobat for mobile devices such as Android of iOS is not supported, unfortunately, 


because Adobe refuses to make it run JavaScript document level functions. 


Also, make sure you are not using the sheet within a browser window, as that limits Adobe Acrobat in 


using the functions and the form fields correctly. 


If updating your software does not resolve your issue, there might well be something wrong with the 


sheet. Please contact me about the issue and please provide the following information: 


1. The version of the sheet you are using (version number and type such as “A4” or “Letter”); 


2. The software you are using to view the sheet (including the software’s version number); 


3. What you are doing when the error occurs (e.g. “Generating a Spell Sheet for a Tiefling Cleric 


level 12”); 


4. The JavaScript error code that the sheet produces (if you don’t see an error code, make sure 


that showing JavaScript errors is enabled. You can do this by going to: Edit >> Preferences 


(Ctrl + K) >> JavaScript; and putting a checkmark in the box labelled “Show console on errors 


and messages”). 


1.2 I’m using a tablet and things don’t seem to work properly! 
If your tablet uses Adobe Acrobat for mobile devices, you will experience a limited usability. See 


question “1.1 Something is not working!” above. 


The “Flatten” button is intended specifically as a solution for tablet users. The idea is that you set up 


your sheet on a proper PC and press “Flatten” before bringing the sheet over to your tablet. Now you 


can only edit the fields needed during play and all functions that won’t work on your tablet are hidden. 


After you are done with play, open the sheet on you PC and press “Flatten” again. Now you have a 


sheet that can be edited fully again. 


1.3 How do I export data from the sheet? 
From the Character Record Sheet v12.6 onwards, it is no longer necessary to export anything from 


the sheet. The newer version sheets can import everything directly from another PDF. 


To do this, click on the “Import” button in the ‘JavaScript Window’ or the “Import/Export” bookmark. 


From the menu, select “Import Directly from a PDF” and follow the instructions shown. 


You might be asked to put a file in you Adobe Acrobat installation folder. Doing this will enable the 


sheet to do some things that are otherwise restricted by security protocols. You will have to do this 


only once per Adobe Acrobat installation. 


Note that when the sheet asks you to save this file, you won’t be able to save it to the correct folder 


directly because that folder is only accessible with administrator privileges. Save the file somewhere 


else and then move it to the correct folder. 


1.4 Why can I only set a PDF file as portrait/symbol? 
To set an image from another source than a PDF file, you need Adobe Acrobat Professional or Foxit 


Reader. Unfortunately, this feature is not supported by Adobe Acrobat Reader. 


Note that you cannot use Foxit Reader for all the functions of the sheet. It is recommended that you 


only use Foxit Reader to set an image (see question “1.1 Something is not working!” above). 
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1.5 Why are (some) images not importing? 
Images that you put in the icon/image fields by selecting something from the built-in menus can 


always be imported in a new sheet. These aren’t actually imported, just matched to what the old sheet 


had set them to. 


However, images that you set yourself, by browsing to a PDF to set as an image, can only be imported 


if you are using Adobe Acrobat Standard or Adobe Acrobat Pro. The function required to do this is 


restricted in Adobe Acrobat Reader. If you want to have this functionality, I advise contacting Adobe. 


1.6 Why is the text in the dialogues being cut off? 
If you run your computer with display scaling (sometimes called DPI scaling) other than 100%, you 


will unfortunately have misbehaving dialogues. Running at higher than 100% can result in text being 


cut off, rows not aligning, or whole segments of the dialog being invisible. If possible, please try to use 


the dialogs on a machine that has display scaling set to 100%. 


If you don’t know what display scaling is and whether or not is turned on or not on your machine, 


just google the term “Windows display scaling” with your Windows version number/name. 


1.7 Why is not everything importing? 
Also see question “1.5 Why are (some) images not importing?” above. 


What can be imported depends on the version of the sheet you are importing from. The sheet goes 


through all the fields and looks if the older version has the same fields and imports them. Older 


versions of the sheet might have different names for fields. As a result, these differently named fields 


will not import. 


1.8 Why are some bookmarks greyed out? 
Bookmarks are greyed out when the relevant page is not visible. When you make the page visible, 


while using Adobe Acrobat Standard or Pro and, the bookmark becomes its normal black colour again. 


Similarly, when you make a page hidden while using Adobe Acrobat Standard or Pro, the bookmark 


becomes greyed out. 


Unfortunately, Adobe has restricted the editing of bookmarks in Adobe Acrobat Reader. As a result, 


you will not see any bookmarks change colour while using Acrobat Reader. 


1.9 Why does generating a Spell Sheet take so long? 
Unfortunately the automatic generation of a spell sheet can take a very long time because it uses some 


functions in Adobe Acrobat that have a time-out event in them, meaning that Acrobat is waiting on 


itself constantly, slowing down the whole. This is not something I can change as far as I know. The 


amount of time it takes to generate depends on the amount of spells that will be put on the spell sheet 


and does not seem to be affected by the systems performance much (i.e. older systems and newer 


systems will run it just about as fast). Thus, it can easily take over an hour to generate a spell sheet 


that contains all the cleric spells. 


If you are concerned that your Adobe Acrobat is frozen, simply take a look and see if the process is 


still using CPU (with Task Manager for example). If the program stays at 0% or close to 0% CPU usage, 


than it is probably frozen. If it is still using CPU, than you will have to wait a bit longer for it to finish. 
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1.10 Where can I find the different types of MPMB’s sheets? 
There are four types of the MPMB’s Character Record Sheet: 


Colourful – A4/Letter Printer Friendly – Redesign Printer Friendly (no longer available) 


 


  


The first two, Colourful A4 and Letter, are based on the design made by Javier Aumente and can be 


found here on the DMsGuild.com. 


The third, Printer Friendly – Redesign, follows the design idea of the official character sheet by Wizards 


of the Coast and can be found here on the DMsGuild.com. 


The fourth, Printer Friendly, is a modification of the official character sheet by Wizards of the Coast. 


However, that artwork is protected by copyright. Thus, the Printer Friendly version is not available 


anywhere. If you really want it, let me know and I will send you a copy. 


On DMs Guild you can also find MPMB’s Spell Sheet per Class with the same designs as above, both 


Colourful and Printer Friendly designs.  


On DMs Guild you can also find MPMB’s Adventure Logsheet with the same designs as above, both 


Colourful and Printer Friendly designs. 


Lastly, there is a now somewhat outdated an Excel Spell Sheet Generator that mimics the designs 


above. It can be found here on ENworld.org. 


 



http://www.dmsguild.com/product/193053/

http://www.dmsguild.com/product/186823/

http://www.dmsguild.com/product/193298/

http://www.dmsguild.com/product/187619/

http://www.dmsguild.com/product/193298/

http://www.dmsguild.com/product/187619/

http://www.enworld.org/forum/rpgdownloads.php?do=download&downloadid=1180

http://www.dmsguild.com/product/193053/

http://www.dmsguild.com/product/186823/
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2 SHEET CONTENT 


2.1 How do I select a variant of a race (human, dragonborn)? 
You can select the variant of a race in two ways: 


1. Enter the variant race name in the race box (e.g. “Human (variant)” or “Black Dragonborn”). 


2. Use the “Racial Options” button on the second page. 


If the “Racial Options” button is not visible on the second page, there is no racial variant available. 


2.2 How do I print a blank sheet? 
It is possible to print a sheet that has none of the auto-filled content. Simply click the “Print” button 


(found in the “JavaScript-window” and in the bookmarks) and check “Hide all fields as to print a truly 


empty sheet to fill out by hand” before continuing to the print dialog. Note that you can add (any 


number of) spell sheets with nothing but lines that you can write on by hand. 


2.3 How do I make a multiclass character? 
You can make a multiclass character by writing several class names, followed by the class level, in the 


“Class” field on the first page. It is very important that you write the level of the class directly behind 


the class name, because that is how the sheet relates the level to the class. The first class you enter will 


be seen as the class you took your 1st level in. The rest of the classes will be seen as having been added 


later. 


If you want to make a level 2 Fighter that later on also added 3 levels of Barbarian, you will have to 


write it like “Fighter 2, Barbarian 3”. In this case, the Fighter is seen as the primary class, thus you get 


proficiencies, starting equipment, etc. from the Fighter class, not from the Barbarian class. 


2.4 How do I add some custom modifiers (from magic items)? 
There are two ways you can add custom modifiers: 


1. For magical armour, shields, and weapons, you can add the magic bonus (even if it is negative) 


to the name of your item on the first page. That will add (or subtract) the number from the 


correct fields (AC, to hit and damage). In order for this to work you will have to write a “+” 


or “-” directly followed by the number. For example: Longsword +2. 


2. For other bonuses and changes to the normal features, there is the “Mods” button found in 


the “JavaScript-window” and the “Modifiers” button in the bookmarks. Pressing this button 


enables fields with a blue font. Changing the number in those fields effects the calculated 


values. Please read the mouseover texts for those fields, as they yield clues to the possible 


things you can enter. 


2.5 What rules does this sheet use? 
The sheet uses the 5th edition Dungeon & Dragon® rules released in official, playtested material from 


The Wizards of the Coast. Untested or homebrew material is not featured (see question “2.6 Will you 


add this content I found (or homebrew)?” below). Every feature automatically added by the sheet will 


have a reference to a resource, with page number. This reference will appear in the text or in the 


mouseover/tooltip text (or both). You can look up the used abbreviations in the Source Selection 


Dialogue, which you can open with the “Sources” button in the ‘JavaScript Window’ or with the 


“Srouce Materials” bookmarks. 


The official errata’s and Sage Advice articles can be found on the website of The Wizards of the Coast. 


Official errata and clarifications are also implemented in the sheet. However, some minor things are 


interpretations by the author of the sheet, but this was only done if there were no official rulings 


available. Note that rule clarifications via Twitter are not official, but those in Sage Advice are. 



https://dnd.wizards.com/articles/features/ph_errata

https://dnd.wizards.com/articles/features/sage-advice-june2015
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2.6 Will you add this content I found (or homebrew)? 
It is a lot of work to add content to the sheet’s automation because every text has to be rewritten to fit 


into the fields and fit the style. As a result of this, I don’t find it worth the effort to transcribe unofficial 


or untested materials. Some fans and I transcribed most Unearthed Arcana, which is now part of the 


sheet, and some DMs Guild content to optional scripts that you can find here. These can be added by 


using the “Add Custom Scripts” bookmark. 


You can always manually add or change things in the sheet after the automation has done its thing. 


That way you can still use any homebrew, DMs Guild content, or custom rules your group uses. 


If you want to add custom content and are willing to do the legwork, see part 3: Adding Automated 


(Homebrew) Stuff to the Sheet. If you are unable to get it working, don’t be afraid to contact me. 


2.7 Why are not all the Cantrips present as a weapon option? 
This is intentional. Only the cantrips that require an attack roll or that do damage after a saving throw 


are available as an option. Cantrips are omitted if they require a saving throw to cause another 


condition, that are not instantaneous, or that are not specifically meant to use as an attack. 


2.8 I’m doing Adventurer’s League play; can I use this sheet? 
The sheet is specially tuned for Adventurer’s League play with several features. Simply press the “Adv. 


League” button and you will have some things added to the sheet to make your live easier. 


On top of that there is an option to add an infinite amount of Adventurer’s Logsheets. Click on the 


“Layout” button for the visibility of pages and for adding/removing additional pages.  


However, you should note that not all options offered by the sheet are legal. Not all class and race 


options found in this sheet are allowed in the League. Also, some of the actions described in the rules 


section are taken from the DMG and are therefore, by the strict definition of the rules, not officially 


part of the Adventurer’s League repertoire. 


For more details on what is and isn’t allowed, check out the Adventurer’s League resources. You can 


access the Adventurer’s League Downloads Center by asking your organizer for the password if you 


are one of the designated DMs. 


2.9 Is this sheet available in another language than English? 
Currently there are no translated versions of this sheet and English is the only version. 


I’m open to making translated versions, but not for doing the actual translations, because they take up 


a lot of time and there is little to no interest in a Dutch version of D&D. A translated version would 


ideally have everything translated, from the basic text on the sheet (i.e. “Height”, “Abilities”, 


“Equipment”), all the auto-fill content (i.e. what is filled when you select a race, background, class, 


etc.), down to all the text in the pop-up dialogs. All together this constitutes about 6000 lines of code 


(only counting the textual code). With a rough estimate, this is comparable to a 100-page book. 


If, after reading the above, you are interested in making a translated version for your native language, 


please contact me. 


2.10 How do I add the Honour or Sanity ability? 
You can add either Honour or Sanity as an ability by using the “Ability Scores” dialog. Open this dialog 


using the “Scores” button in the “JavaScript-window” or the “Ability Scores” bookmark. In this dialog 


you will have to set the drop-down box near the bottom to show the desired ability. 


2.11 How does the Wild Shape calculation work? 
The rules in the Player’s Handbook state the following when it comes to the modifiers (i.e. proficiency 


bonus or not, and which proficiency bonus) to use for attacks, skills, and saving throws: 



http://bit.ly/MPMBcoding_fanmade

https://dnd.wizards.com/articles/events/adventurers-league-resources
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“Your game statistics are replaced by the statistics of the beast, but you retain your 
alignment, personality, and Intelligence, Wisdom, and Charisma scores. You also 
retain all of your skill and saving throw proficiencies, in addition to gaining those of 
the creature. If the creature has the same proficiency as you and the bonus in its stat 
block is higher than yours, use the creature’s bonus instead of yours. If the creature 
has any legendary or lair actions, you can’t use them.” (Player’s Handbook, page 67) 


Unfortunately, this text is rather vague and open to interpretation. There has been no official 


clarification on this and (online) opinions are greatly divided. For example, it is unclear whether “the 


bonus” refers to the proficiency bonus or the flat bonus in the stat block in the Monster Manual. It is 


even unclear if “stat block” encompasses the proficiency bonus of the creature or not. As a result, your 


DM might have a different view on how you should calculate saving throws, skills, and attack bonuses. 


To accommodate everybody, the sheet offers 7 ways to have the Wild Shape calculated. You can 


change the way they are calculated with the “Wild Shape Options” button on the 7th page. 


Option What happens 
Use druid's prof. bonus 


if druid is prof. 


The sheet will use the proficiency bonus of the character for whatever 


skill or save the character is proficient in, and the creature’s proficiency 


bonus for whatever skill or save the creature is proficient in. If both are 


proficient, it will use the higher of the two. 


The sheet will use the creature’s proficiency bonus for the attacks. 


Use druid's prof. bonus 


for all prof. – Excluding 
attacks and expertise 


The sheet will use the proficiency bonus of the character for whatever 


skill or save the character or the creature is proficient in. This will double 


the proficiency bonus of the character for something the character has 


expertise in, but will not do this for something the creature seemingly 


has expertise in. 


The sheet will use the creature’s proficiency bonus for the attacks. 


Use druid's prof. bonus 


for all prof. – Including 
attacks 


Same as above (i.e. Excluding attacks and expertise), with the exception 


that now the sheet will also use the proficiency bonus of the character 


to calculate the to hit value of the attacks. 


Use druid's prof. bonus 


for all prof. – Including 
expertise 


Same as above (i.e. Excluding attacks and expertise), with the exception 


that now the sheet will also double the proficiency bonus of the 


character if the creature seemingly has expertise in a skill. 


Use druid's prof. bonus 


for all prof. – Including 
attacks and expertise 


Same as the combination of the two above (i.e. Including attacks & 


Including expertise) for calculating the attack to hit and skills the 


creature is proficient with. 


Use creature's prof. 


bonus for all prof. 


The sheet will use the proficiency bonus of the creature for whatever 


skill or save the character or the creature is proficient in. 


The sheet will use the creature’s proficiency bonus for the attacks. 


Only compare based on 


total number 


The sheet will compare the creature’s stat block with the bonus for skills 


or saves on the first page, and use the higher one it finds. 


The sheet will use the creature’s proficiency bonus for the attacks. 


2.11.1 How are the Wild Shape ability scores chosen? 
The sheet will use the Intelligence, Wisdom, and Charisma scores as they are displayed on the sheet. 


If the character has a magic item that magically alters the score, but won’t be active during Wild 


Shape, you will have to manually change the ability score after the Wild Shape’s stats have been added. 


2.11.2 How do the modifiers in the Blue Text fields influence Wild Shape? 
The sheet will use any modifiers in the Blue Text fields on the first page and add them to the applicable 


skill, save, initiative, or passive perception. This is also true for the Blue Text fields that modify all the 


skills, all the saves, add Jack of All Trades, and add Remarkable Athlete. 
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2.12 Why are not all pages visible? 
Not all the pages or parts of pages shown in the previews are visible by default. Some pages and parts 


of pages are optional. You can show them by doing one of the following: 


1) clicking on the (greyed out) bookmark of the page. 


2) clicking on the "Layout" button in the 'JavaScript Window'. 


3) clicking on the "Navigation" or "Set Pages Layout" bookmark. 


The pages of which you can have multiple copies (companion, notes, wild shape, adventurers logsheet, 


and spell sheets) also have buttons on the pages themselves to add/remove pages. 


Note that you need Adobe Acrobat to make use of these features (see question “1.1 Something is not 


working!” above). 


2.13 Why is the Feral Tiefling mutually exclusive with the other 


Tiefling variants? 
You are absolutely right to question this. According to the rules, unlike all other racial variants, the 


Feral Tiefling can be combined with other Tiefling variants. 


The reason that this doesn’t work in the sheet is because when the code to add racial variants was 


written such an option was not considered. Changing this is a lot of work and because the Feral 


Tiefling is the only exception, it was not deemed worth the time investment. So please if you want to 


combine the Feral Tiefling with any of the other Tiefling variants, make the appropriate changes 


manually. 
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3 ADDING AUTOMATED (HOMEBREW) STUFF TO THE SHEET 
With the introduction of v9.9.9 it is possible to add custom script to the sheet. This script will be run 


whenever you open the sheet, allowing you to add your homebrew to the databases used in the 


automations. Note that this feature can potentially break the working of the sheet, so be careful. If you 


don’t know if what you are doing is correct, don’t worry, I can help you if you contact me! 


Please write your JavaScript in a code editor and save it somewhere on your hard disk. Don’t write it 


in the “Add Custom Script”-dialogue, because you might not be able to retrieve your input. By having 


your script separate, you can easily add it to future versions of this sheet. An editor that I can 


recommend is Notepad++, it is easy to use and its colour-coding of text helps with reading JavaScript. 


Avoid using text-editors like MS Word because they screw up quotation marks and ruin your scripts. 


3.1 Please send me your scripts! 
I am collecting everybody’s scripts that are made for this Character Record Sheet in a Dropbox folder. 


That way anybody can add that content to their sheet, combine contents, or use the code as inspiration. 


So if you use the information below to create a script, please send me any JavaScript that you made 


for my sheet via email or on ENworld, and check out the Dropbox folder for new fan-made additions! 


3.2 How do I add my own automation to the sheet? 
In the bookmarks of the sheet you can find the button “Add Custom Script”. There you can add 


JavaScript of your own liking. Adobe has an extensive API for JavaScript functionality in Acrobat. If 


you don’t want to add JavaScript to the sheet, but instead want to add homebrew elements, see the 


syntax below. You can combine any set of elements using the syntax below, you are not limited to only 


adding one of them. Even though you can define functions in your script, you can’t add document 


level functions. 


3.3 What is the Syntax for adding homebrew? 


Dropbox link to MPMB JavaScript syntax [open with JavaScript editor] 


With the link above you can find different JavaScript files that contain the syntax for adding the 


different parts of the character sheet. It also includes the complete codes for all the materials as used 


in the sheet. Please use the syntax and look at these examples to make the JavaScript for your 


homebrew material. Note that this is code and you should pay great attention to the use of punctuation 


marks! Anything after two forward slashes // is ignored in JavaScript and is there to explain to you 


what that line does. Other important things to understand about JavaScript is the way a String and an 


Array look like. 


You can only add homebrew material as long as it has a unique name. If you try to add material with 


the same name, or parts of the same name as existing material, it will result in errors (i.e. trying to 


add a class called “Wild Barbarian”, or a subclass called “Raging Necromancer” will not end well). 


Be aware that none of the things you define will be added to any of the drop-down menus unless you 


include the code to do so. You will have to type your custom material in the appropriate boxes using 


the syntax you entered. 


The homebrew syntax examples use example-names. Take note when the text is completely written 


in lower case, as this is very important for the functionality. It is no problem if you use names with 


spaces or punctuation marks in them. 


3.3.1 Note on Racial Variants 
First of all, racial variants are not subraces. If you want to add a subrace, see how to add a race. 


Subraces vary so much that it was easier to add them as a separate entry in the RaceList. A racial 


option, as present in the RaceSubList, is a (minor) choice the race offers you. An example of a racial 


option is the dragon type of a dragonborn or the variant option for humans. 



https://notepad-plus-plus.org/download/

http://bit.ly/MPMBcoding_fanmade

mailto:flapkan@gmail.com

http://www.enworld.org/forum/member.php?6788192-morepurplemorebetter

http://wwwimages.adobe.com/content/dam/Adobe/en/devnet/acrobat/pdfs/AcrobatDC_js_api_reference.pdf

http://bit.ly/MPMBcoding_Syntax

http://www.w3schools.com/jsref/jsref_obj_string.asp

http://www.w3schools.com/js/js_arrays.asp
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3.3.2 Notes on Creatures 
In the dropbox folder, you will also find a file called “SRD CreatureList (based on droiddruid's JSON, 


not amended).js”. This file contains all the SRD creatures in a JSON format, but not compatible with 


the JavaScript needed for this sheet. You can use these creatures as a basis for adding more SRD 


creatures to the sheet, but make sure to look where you need to change the code to be compatible. The 


most notable thing is that the creatures don’t have any ‘attacks’ entries. 


If you intend to convert any creatures for use with this character sheet, please also send the code to 


me. That way I can incorporate them in the sheet. I would love to convert all of them for use, but there 


are simply too many, so I did a selection of the most useful. This, however, doesn’t mean that I wouldn’t 


want to add any you created! 
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